Accumulation of copper induces DNA strand breaks in brain cells of Long-Evans Cinnamon (LEC) rats, an animal model for human Wilson Disease.
Copper accumulation and induction of DNA strand breaks were investigated in the brain of Long-Evans Cinnamon (LEC) rats, an animal model for human Wilson disease that is a heritable disease of copper accumulation and copper toxicity in the liver, kidney and brain. Copper contents in the brain of LEC rats increased from 20 weeks of age and were approximately 3.5 to 6 folds higher than those in the brain of WKAH rats at 24 weeks of age. Hepatic copper contents in LEC rats increased from 4 to 12 weeks of age in an age-dependent manner, and then decreased from 16 to 20 weeks of age. Thus, we consider that copper accumulated in the liver was released from severely damaged hepatocytes and deposited in the brain, although copper contents in the brain were 1/20-fold lower than those in the liver. We also evaluated the amounts of DNA single-strand breaks (SSBs) in the brain by comet analysis. The proportions of nuclei in the cerebrum and cerebellum without DNA damage decreased, and nuclei with severe DNA damage appeared in LEC rats at 24 weeks of age. The comet scores of cerebrum and cerebellum cells significantly increased in LEC rats and were significantly higher than those in WKAH rats at 24 weeks of age. The results show that SSBs in LEC rat brain cells are induced at a lower concentration of copper than are SSBs in hepatic cells.